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THREE MOMS GET CANDID ABOUT
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN 'I DO' BECOMES
'NOT TONIGHT'
Crystal, Amanda and Jackie are tired. Between juggling work, home,
kids, pets and everything in between, they have no energy left to
shower, let alone be sexy. When they heard about women reading a
trashy novel and then transforming their bedrooms into dens of
dominance, they had to laugh. Well, at least they would've laughed if
they had the energy.
50 Shades of Frayed: What Happens When 'I Do' Becomes 'Night
Tonight is a humorous mompilation written by three married mom
50 Shades of Frayed bloggers who give a hilarious look into what it's really like behind
by Amanda Romine Lynch, closed doors.
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LOVED IT. So awesome
to hear the stories and
realize I’m not alone! -Shannon Goodson,
Reader
Hilarious! Well written
and funny. I enjoyed this
book immensely… Goes
well with a glass of wine
after a stressful day!
--Krystan on Amazon
__________________
MEDIA CONTACT

Found myself nodding and chuckling in agreement. Should
be required reading for husbands and wives...
--Angela Donner, Library Girl Reads
Funny and real. Finally, someone had the guts to say out loud
what we’re all thinking. A must read for women who juggle...
--deb56 on Amazon
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